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The masculine form has normally been exclusively used in this compliance brochure when referring to employees of both sexes. This
is only designed to make it easier to read the text and does not represent any kind of discrimination.

SUMMARY
What do these principles mean for employees
in their day-to-day work?

VORWORT

Dear colleagues,

Dear colleagues,

As the Group Compliance Officer for the Rhenus Group, I act as

As a services provider with an excellent reputation round the glo-

the contact person for any issues, which ensure impeccable pro-

be, trading partners and customers particularly appreciate the

cedures for our business activities. The standards formulated in

Rhenus Group for its flawless business practices. Our activities

this brochure are unshakeable guiding principles for us so that

focus on working with our customers and partners and it is our

we can guarantee flawless activities in our business operations

top priority at all times to complete projects successfully and

with regard to the law. Their consistent implementation not only

achieve the highest levels of customer satisfaction. Handling our

forms the basis for the high quality of our services and the huge

business in an ethically and legally impeccable manner is a mat-

level of commitment on the part of our employees in meeting the

ter of course for us; this has played a major role in contributing

needs of our customers, but also the excellent reputation that

to the success of the Rhenus Group during more than 100 years

Rhenus enjoys in the market place.

of our corporate history.

I am available to provide advice and active support to employees within the Rhenus Group and other per-

To ensure that we continue to be just as successful in future, it is essential that all the employees follow

sons, who are closely linked to the company in business terms if any problems occur, so that we ensure that

the relevant laws and internal rules, avoid any conflicts of interest and take into consideration the customs,

this reputation continues in future too. Whether people use the specially established hotline anonymously

traditions and social values of the particular countries where they are working on our behalf. This is not only

or make contact with me directly, any irregularities or potential infringements of the Rhenus Group’s corpo-

an essential matter for us, but business partners, authorities and the general public expect us to act in a

rate compliance principles can and should be reported immediately. Handling the information that comes

law-abiding, competent and responsible manner at all times.

to light confidentially, we thoroughly investigate the circumstances involved in order to avert any damage or
loss to the company and its employees.

We want to enable our employees and stakeholders to have access to the compliance principles, which form
the basis of our business activities, at any time. We have formulated our corporate compliance principles

The motto “prevention is better than cure” applies when it comes to handling our business in a legitimate

for this purpose; this comes at a time when it is essential to provide excellent and responsible corporate

manner, as in many other areas in life. We have drawn up our Compliance Guidelines to outline what honest,

management and there is a significant increase in legal risks. The principles are based on the tried and

straight dealings look like and warn people about obstacles in their daily work. If we are able to implement

tested standards, which have shaped our business activities for decades. Working together, we want to do

all of the principles outlined here into our conduct, the Rhenus Group will be able to maintain its fixed position

everything in our power to do justice to these principles and therefore be able to successfully offer compe-

in the logistics industry as an internationally recognised service provider, as well as expand on this position.

titive services in the market place in future too.

Gilles Delarue

Klemens Rethmann

Group Compliance Officer

CEO
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WHAT IS CORPORATE COMPLIANCE?
Corporate compliance means acting in conformance with laws and rules. Every employee is required to
comply with the company-specific and legal rules applicable to their work activity.

The Rhenus Group has built a solid reputation around its core strengths. It took many years to acquire this

Employees who breach these Corporate

Our Company is exposed to public scrutiny. Rigorous imple-

reputation, but the thoughtless, illegal action of a single individual could damage it in an instant, which is

Compliance Principles also face serious

mentation of these Corporate Compliance Principles demons-

why prevention is so crucial. Adherence to these Corporate Compliance Principles by every employee will

consequences, such as imprisonment,

trates to business partners, the authorities, our competitors

help to reduce the risk – because the conduct of every employee has an impact on the Company’s image.

fines, claims for damages and employ-

and the media that corporate compliance is embedded in the

ment law sanctions, including dismissal.

Rhenus Group’s corporate culture.

conceivable situation or describe every relevant rule or regulation. National law often applies stricter stan-

It is no defence for employees to claim

Rhenus Group companies operate in a host of countries

dards, which must of course be observed. The aim of these Corporate Compliance Principles is to highlight

in such cases that they were acting in

worldwide, which means that employees are subject to many

and explain key aspects of corporate compliance, rather than providing an exhaustive list. Lawful conduct

Rhenus’ interests, because all such

different standards and ethical principles – some of which

is required at all times and with reference to all applicable legislation. Please contact the Legal Department

breaches harm the Company in the long

will be new and unfamiliar. Activities that appear to be local

if you are ever unclear about anything.

run.

may also be subject to foreign jurisdiction.

Any supposed benefit is negated by the

These Corporate Compliance Principles are intended to pro-

possible consequences for the Company

vide employees with guidance in their daily work and help

as a whole, whether viewed from a re-

to prevent inappropriate behaviour. Accordingly, they aim to

putational or strictly commercial view-

highlight the issues most likely to be encountered in practice.

point.

Over and above that, they should encourage employees to

These Corporate Compliance Principles provide a framework for proper conduct but do not cover every

familiarise themselves with the relevant rules and seek advice

Breaches of legal and ethical standards can have far-reaching consequences for the Company.

The possible impact includes:

If a business transaction is impossible

if in doubt. Ignorance is no protection against the potential

without engaging in some form of unlaw-

consequences of improper conduct.

ful or unethical conduct, we will not

. Compensation and punitive
damages

. Adverse capital market
ratings

. Exclusion from contracts

. Fines

. Severance of business
relationships

. Exposure to blackmail
. Reputational damage

enter into it. An employee who refrains

Such advice can be obtained from your supervisor/manager,

from such a transaction will not be pen-

the Legal Department, compliance officer, or other specialist

alised in any way.

staff. This applies in particular where other companies could
be put at a disadvantage, there is a threat to the Company, a
serious risk is involved, or the legal position is unclear.

INTRODUCTION
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1. WE ARE COMMITTED TO FAIR COMPETITION
– NO ILLEGAL CARTEL AGREEMENTS
The Rhenus Group is fully committed to free markets. Competition law plays an important part in
protecting fair competition and preventing distortion.

Breaches of competition law, especially in the USA and Europe, could have severe consequences for
Rhenus, as outlined in the introduction. These include heavy fines, actions for damages, exclusion from
public contracts and reputational damage.

Competition law protects competition in three ways:
. By banning cartel agreements between competitors and cartel-like mechanisms

The employees involved also face tough penalties, including prison sentences. In addition, Rhenus will take
its own action against staff who violate competition law. Even when a business gets into serious difficulties
through no fault of its own, there is no justification for anti-competitive behaviour as a way out of the
crisis. No matter how difficult the circumstances, the law must be obeyed at all times.

in contracts between suppliers and customers – see section 1.1
. By banning abuse of a dominant market position – see section 1.2
. By regulating company acquisitions, sales and mergers (merger control)
– see section 1.3

The “effects doctrine” aspect of competition law is particularly important: in certain cases, the determining
factor is not the territory where the breach took place, but the negative effect of the breach on competition
in another territory.

OUR BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES
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1.1 ILLEGAL CARTEL AGREEMENTS

The main activities prohibited by competition law are:
. Price fixing

. Capacity agreements

. Allocation of customers

. Market share agreements

. Allocation of regional markets

. Price maintenance agreements

1.2 ABUSE OF MARKET POSITION
Concerted action, informal discussions and “gentlemen’s

must be anonymised so that its origin

A dominant market position is not in itself illegal if it is based on a company’s own success, for example.

agreements” designed to restrict competition or which could

cannot be identified, thereby preventing

Patents also create temporary monopolies that are permitted in law. Market domination refers to a situation

have such an effect are all prohibited. Any behaviour that

it from affecting market activity.

where a company faces no significant competition. The way such companies behave is strictly controlled

even remotely suggests conspiring to act in such a manner

by competition law to compensate for the lack of competitive pressures. A dominant market position must

must be avoided. Concerted action with other bidders is stric-

Awareness of competition law is also re-

not be abused, i.e. it must not be exploited in a way that would be impossible or unrealistic under normal

tly prohibited under competition law and also constitutes a

quired when drawing up contracts cover-

market conditions.

criminal offence. This applies in particular to private tend-

ing the supplier-customer relationship.

ering processes and award procedures in the public sector.

Clauses that affect resale prices, impose

In particular, dominant companies are not permitted to undercut competitors with the aim of squeezing

The Legal Department must be consulted regarding all

usage or resale restrictions or establish

them out of the market. Similarly, customer contracts that make it impossible for other companies to com-

potential or actual agreements with competitors, even if they

exclusivity agreements must always be

pete for the same business on account of contract duration, exclusivity, discounts or bundling of products/

concern areas where competition is not a factor.

subjected to careful legal scrutiny.

services are banned.

Caution is necessary with regard to market information.

Market domination may also not be abused in other ways, such as charging customers a price that cannot

Although market research is essential and obviously permis-

be economically justified. Prior legal advice must always be sought if there are grounds for believing that

sible, not all means of acquiring information are appropriate,

specific measures or terms are only possible because of a dominant market position.

such as certain organisational market information processes.
The often bilateral exchange of forward-looking information
with competitors regarding prices, customer relationships,
terms, imminent price changes etc. is particularly problematic and must be avoided. Our own calculations, capacities
and plans must not be disclosed to competitors.

1.3 COMPLIANCE WITH MERGER CONTROL LEGISLATION
Company disposals, acquisitions and joint ventures above a certain size are normally subject to merger
control by the antitrust authorities in Germany and beyond. Failure to notify such transactions can result in

Sensitive

competition-related

information

hefty fines and render the deal null and void. It is therefore essential that the Legal Department is informed
at an early stage so that the notification requirements can be met.

OUR BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES
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2. WE ARE COMMITTED TO INTEGRITY IN OUR
BUSINESS DEALINGS – NO CORRUPTION
The Rhenus Group has a zero-tolerance policy on corruption.

Corruption undermines fair competition and damages both the

The term “advantage” refers to any form

Employees are strictly forbidden from soliciting personal inducements or offering or giving cash (or similar)

Company’s business and its reputation. In many countries,

of inducement, including inducements

inducements. This does not apply to payments made in the form of donations (see section 2.1).

corruption is also a criminal offence, regardless of whether it

made to friends, relatives or organisa-

takes place there or abroad. Employees must therefore never

tions. Any giving or receiving of advanta-

Where business partners are concerned, advantages must not be given or accepted in connection with the

attempt to influence business partners unlawfully, whether th-

ges must be in accordance with the law

acquisition, awarding or performance of contracts. Any advantage must also be judged permissible under

rough preferential treatment, gifts or other advantages. This

and our own internal rules. Where stricter

the laws to which the parties concerned are subject. If in doubt, you should contact the relevant Legal

is particularly important when working with representatives of

provisions exist, they always take prece-

Department.

government bodies or public institutions.

dence.

Our Group will not engage in business transactions that violate legal provisions or company rules relating to giving or recei-

2.1 RULES ON DONATIONS AND SPONSORSHIP BY THE
RHENUS GROUP

ving advantages. We accept that this policy may result in us
losing business, but increased sales and profits can never be

Our public standing and the trust of those around us are important factors for our commercial success.

a justification for illegal business activity. This applies across

We therefore regard corporate citizenship as part of our commitment to responsible business management.

the entire Group, without any exceptions. Every employee is

This applies in particular at local and regional level, where our focus is on children and young people in

bound by this policy, regardless of the country in which they

education.

are located.
Although payments that clearly and expressly take the form of donations represent an advantage for the
recipient, they are not a compliance issue provided they conform to the law and our internal rules.
Company regulations on signatory powers must be observed when making or approving donations.

OUR BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES
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3. WE ARE COMMITTED TO SEPARATING OUR BUSINESS
AND PRIVATE ACTIVITIES – NO CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

All employees must always keep their private
interests separate from those of the Company.

Any actual or perceived conflict between corporate and private interests must be strictly avoided. Potential
conflicts of interest should be resolved by submitting the matter to your supervisor/manager.

EXAMPLES OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST INCLUDE:
PERSONNEL DECISIONS:

USE OF COMPANY PROPERTY (E.G. EQUIPMENT, STOCK, VEHICLES, OFFICE SUPPLIES, DOCUMENTS, FILES, DATA

These must not be influenced by private interests or relationships.

MEDIA):
Employees are not permitted to use Group property for private purposes or to remove it from the Company’s site

BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH THIRD PARTIES:

without the express approval of their supervisor/manager. Similarly, data resources, software and business docu-

These must be based purely on objective criteria, such as price, quality, reliability, technological merit, product

ments may not be copied or removed from the Company’s premises without permission.

suitability or the existence of a harmonious long-term business relationship. The signing of a contract or the continuation or termination of a business relationship must not be influenced by personal relationships, interests or

TAKING ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT:

tangible or intangible advantages. The relevant supervisor/manager must also be informed if Group employees or

Any intended additional employment (including freelance work) or entrepreneurial activity must be approved by the

their close relatives establish a supplier or service relationship between a company of their own and our Group.

employee’s supervisor/manager. This applies in particular to employment in companies with which our Group has or
could have a business relationship or with which it is or could be in competition.

OBTAINING GOODS OR SERVICES FROM SUPPLIERS OR OTHER BUSINESS PARTNERS AS A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL:
If an employee is able to exert direct or indirect influence on the business relationship between a Group company

PRIVATE ACTIVITY ON BEHALF OF PARTIES OR OTHER POLITICAL OR SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS:

and a supplier or other business partner, the employee must notify and obtain approval from their supervisor/manager

The Rhenus Group welcomes the civic and charitable commitment of its employees, but this activity must be com-

before placing an order with the supplier or other business partner as a private individual.

patible with the obligations arising from their contract of employment.

DEPLOYMENT OF RHENUS EMPLOYEES FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES:

PERSONAL OPINIONS EXPRESSED BY EMPLOYEES IN PUBLIC:

Supervisors and managers are not permitted to abuse their authority by deploying Group employees for private pur-

The employee must not give the impression that the opinion expressed is that of the Company.

poses.

OUR BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES
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4. WE ARE COMMITTED TO FULL COOPERATION WITH THE
AUTHORITIES – NO FALSE OR MISLEADING INFORMATION

5. WE ARE COMMITTED TO RESPECTING HUMAN RIGHTS
AND CREATING PROPER WORKING CONDITIONS – WITHOUT
MAKING ANY COMPROMISES

The Company seeks to maintain a constructive relationship with all the relevant
authorities while safeguarding its own interests and rights.

The company respects human rights and the labour law
that applies in each country without exception.

All employees responsible for compiling and forwarding Company information to the authorities should

The Rhenus Group strictly pays attention to complying with human rights according to the European Con-

ensure that the information is complete, correct and comprehensible and make it available openly and

vention on Human Rights (ECHR). We reject any kind of forced labour. We also explicitly distance ourselves

punctually.

from any child labour. The minimum age for those in employment is governed by the appropriate statutory
laws or binding rules governing collective wage agreements, provided that they do not fall below the mini-

In the event of contact with authorities such as the police and the state prosecutor, whose tasks include

mum working age laid down in the Convention of the International Labour Organisation (ILO).

investigating and punishing breaches of the law, the Legal Department must be involved immediately.
The company encourages equality of opportunities and equal treatment for employees and it refrains from
In particular, information and access to files may only be provided after consulting the Legal Department.

any discrimination based on race or ethnic origin, sex, religion or ideology, disability, age or sexual identity.
The company recruits and promotes its employees solely on the basis of their qualifications and professional
achievements.
Our company operates in many regions and in many markets around the world and therefore has to comply
with different legal systems. We ensure that the appropriate labour laws that apply in any country – e.g.
with reference to working hours, wages and salaries and employer benefits – are followed as the minimum
standards at our employees’ places of work around the globe.

OUR BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES
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WHAT DO THESE PRINCIPLES MEAN FOR
EMPLOYEES IN THEIR DAY-TO-DAY WORK?
The Corporate Compliance Principles both bind and protect every employee.
They create a secure framework for Rhenus Group employees
that benefits the individual employee and helps ensure the
success of the Company as a whole.

All employees must ensure that their own conduct conforms to the criteria set out in the Corporate Compliance

All supervisors and managers must take steps within their

Internal investigation and disclosure can

Principles. Compliance forms part of every employee’s performance assessment without any special agree-

area of responsibility to ensure adherence to the Corporate

often prevent more serious damage or

ment to this effect being required.

Compliance Principles and legal provisions. This includes

sanctions, but it is vital that such disclo-

communicating, monitoring and implementing the rules

sure is made to the entities named abo-

All issues addressed in these Principles are covered in more detail in the corresponding legislation and

applicable to their area. Any non-compliance must be actively

ve. Only they can take the appropriate

internal regulations. Employees must familiarise themselves properly with the legal provisions and internal

addressed and resolved.

legal action.

doubt, clarification must be sought. The Company will provide advice and make all the necessary informa-

Every supervisor/manager must set an example within their

The Company will ensure that no employee

tion resources available to prevent laws being violated or rules broken. If an employee’s supervisor/manager

area by demonstrating personal integrity, thereby ensuring

is penalised as a result of reporting a

gives instructions that conflict with these Corporate Compliance Principles, the latter take precedence. In

that corporate compliance is embedded in the corporate culture.

suspected violation of these Principles

regulations relevant to their duties and take them into account during their daily work. In the event of any

addition to support from their supervisor/manager, employees have access to the Internet for information

in good faith. If the reporting employee

purposes and can obtain advice from specialist departments within the Company (e.g. the Legal Depart-

All employees must immediately report any breaches of the

was involved in breaches of the Corporate

ment).

Corporate Compliance Principles to their supervisor/manager,

Compliance Principles, any action taken

the appropriate compliance officer or the Legal Department.

by the Company against the employee

Improper conduct can also be reported anonymously if desi-

will take into account whether they averted

red. Suspected property offences or corruption relating to the

damage either by making the report or

Company’s business activities, such as embezzlement, fraud,

by assisting with investigations when

breach of trust or bribery, must be immediately reported

required.

directly to the relevant compliance officer.

SUMMARY
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Group Compliance Officer:
Gilles Delarue
Rhenus-Platz 1
59439 Holzwickede
Deutschland
Tel: +49 (0) 2301 29 2800
Mail: gilles.delarue@de.rhenus.com
Team Member:
Melanie Helmich
Tel: +49 (0) 2301 29 2660
Mail: melanie.helmich@de.rhenus.com
Sabrina Soriano Hernandez
Tel: +49 (0) 2301 29 2280
Mail: sabrina.soriano@de.rhenus.com

Integrity Line: https://rhenus.integrityline.org/
Whistleblower Hotline: +49 (0) 2301 29 2525
Mail: rhenus-compliance@de.rhenus.com
www.rhenus.com

EN-40-01-02-0618

Whistleblower System:

